What is the durability of gluteal prostheses?

Qual a durabilidade da prótese glútea?

ABSTRACT

Background: Over the last 3 years, there has been an increase in the number of patients requesting gluteoplasty. Despite this increase, there are no published data on the durability of gluteal prostheses. This study evaluated the mean useful life of silicone implants for gluteoplasty. Methods: This was a retrospective observational study. A total of 380 medical records were reviewed to obtain data on age, the date of prosthesis insertion, and the date of reoperation. The mean time between the first surgery for insertion of the implant and the second surgery for exchanging it for a new one or to remove it was calculated. Results: Of the 380 cases evaluated, 70 patients were reoperated on by the senior author; only 2.8% of these cases showed an intact prosthesis during the reoperation, and all others presented with a ruptured prosthesis. The right and left buttock prostheses were ruptured in 100% and 80% of the cases, respectively. Conclusions: The useful life of gluteal implants is shorter than that of breast implants despite being manufactured from the same material. This is because gluteal prostheses are subjected to more tension and compression, which are associated with the lifestyle and job of the patient.
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RESUMO

Introdução: Nos últimos 3 anos, o aumento da procura pela gluteoplastia cresceu em 20% no Brasil. Apesar de ser pergunta frequente nos consultórios de cirurgia plástica, não existem dados na literatura sobre a durabilidade da prótese. O objetivo deste trabalho é avaliar o tempo médio de duração do implante de silicone para gluteoplastia. Método: Estudo retrospectivo observacional, no qual foram revisados 380 prontuários para obtenção dos dados idade, data de inclusão da prótese e data da reoperação. Foi calculado o tempo médio entre a primeira cirurgia para inclusão do implante e a reoperação para troca ou retirada da prótese. Resultados: Dos 380 casos avaliados, 70 pacientes foram reoperados pelo autor sênior, apenas 2,8% dos casos apresentaram prótese intacta durante a reoperação e os demais estavam com a prótese rota. A prótese do glúteo direito estava rompida em 100% dos casos e a do glúteo esquerdo, em 80%. Conclusões: O implante glúteo apresenta tempo de vida útil inferior ao do implante de mama, apesar de ser fabricado com o mesmo material. Esse fato decorre da maior exposição da prótese à tensão por compressão, o que explica sua menor durabilidade estar associada ao estilo de vida e à profissão da paciente.

Descritores: Nádegas/cirurgia. Implante de prótese. Próteses e implantes.
Aesthetic gluteoplasty is now one of the fastest growing areas in plastic surgery. Data from the Brazilian Society of Plastic Surgery estimate that from 2008 to now, there has been a 20% increase in the number of procedures performed. The increasing attention given to this body part in the media is the driving factor behind the rise in demands to improve body shape and increase the volume of the buttocks. In addition, the growing popularity of bariatric surgery and massive weight loss programs has lead to an increase in the demand for body-shaping procedures and gluteoplasty. Singh states that a female body shape with full buttocks and a small waist is considered universally attractive by males. This author theorized and presented multiple lines of evidence that a waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) of 0.7 is the ideal female body shape. The WHR is defined as the ratio between the waist circumference at its narrowest point and hip/thigh circumference at the height at which the buttocks are most prominent.

Lee et al. demonstrated that gluteoplasty is most successful when the WHR of the woman is close to the ideal value of 0.7. Therefore, all surgical procedures should not only seek to achieve this universal aesthetic ideal value, but also consider various ethnic differences to achieve optimal results.

The first studies on gluteal augmentation were carried out by plastic surgeons in Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and other South American countries. Since then, technical innovations have led to better implants and more reproducible surgical results. However, there are still significant differences in the way gluteoplasty is performed today. For instance, the subfascial technique is the most common in some countries and may produce excellent aesthetic results due to the availability of softer implants made of cohesive gel. However, these results cannot be replicated with the semisolid implants available in the United States.

Contrary to popular belief, exercise cannot increase the size of the buttocks or significantly improve their shape. In fact, fat reduction associated with aggressive exercise may lead to a decrease in the size of the buttocks. The search for the ideal implant with regard to the type of prosthesis as well as the implantation technique is still ongoing.

The main disadvantage of augmentation gluteoplasty with silicone implants is the substantially high rate of complications. The most common complication is wound dehiscence, which occurs in up to 30% of intramuscular implants and 15–30% of subfascial implants. Other complications include seroma formation, infection, bad positioning, and implant loss; these lead to higher complication rates: 15–25% with intramuscular surgery and up to 35% with subfascial surgery.

Despite being a frequently requested procedure in plastic surgery clinics, there are no data in the literature on the durability of gluteal prostheses. This study evaluated the average useful life of silicone implants in augmentation gluteoplasty.

METHODS

This was a retrospective, observational study. The medical records of 380 augmentation gluteoplasty patients were reviewed to obtain age, the date of insertion of the prostheses, and the date of reoperation. The time between the first surgery for the insertion of the implant and the reoperation to exchange or remove the prostheses was calculated for each patient.

RESULTS

Of the 380 evaluated cases, 70 cases were reoperated on by the senior author; only 2.8% of these cases presented with intact prostheses during reoperation, and all others had a ruptured prosthesis (Figures 1 to 3).

The right and left buttock prostheses were ruptured in 100% and 80% of these cases, respectively.

The average reoperation time was 7 years, with a maximum of 14 years.

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging was the diagnostic imaging tool used to investigate symptomatic complaints in patients (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

The durability of the gluteal implants is a very common concern of patients. However, no studies have addressed this question. The present study is based on the experience of the
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In the only case in which the gluteal implant lasted for 14 years, the patient had a 220-cm³ prosthesis and a relatively thick adipose cushion covering the prosthesis, suggesting an association between protection by abundant dermoadipose cushioning covering a smaller prosthesis and longer endurance of the prosthesis.

The presence of folds in silicone prostheses shortens their useful life. Richardson et al. carried out tests with S-folded and crumbled implants that changed their configuration. Folded implants exhibited a significantly reduced useful life compared to unfolded pairs. Creases also reduce the useful life of implants but not to the same extent as do folds.

Recent data from cohort studies over the last 10 years suggest that implants get damaged and their useful life gets shortened owing to tension applied to the prosthesis (e.g., by excessive force, trauma, compression, or during serious capsular contracture) and damage by surgical instruments but not by rupture associated purely with cyclic wear. Nonetheless, the American Food and Drug Administration (FDA) states that cyclic wear tests provide useful information on the degradation characteristics of such devices. Both real-time mechanical and packaging-related testing must be carried out to establish the use-by date of a device.

Around 20–40% of patients submitted to breast augmentation and 40–70% who received mammary reconstruction need reoperations in the first 8–10 years after implantation of the prostheses. However, there are no corresponding data on gluteal implants in the literature.

The useful life of most materials reduces when subjected to constant tension. Folds in the prosthesis might eventually weaken the implants, leading to degradation. Although the FDA recommends a testing method that simulates in vivo conditions, they also recognize that this type of test cannot be properly validated until in vivo rupture by cyclic wear has been fully analyzed and characterized.

In this study, data from the last 27 years were analyzed, which is a sufficient interval for the in vivo evaluation of the durability of gluteal prostheses. The average endurance for a gluteal silicone gel-filled implant depends on 4 characteristics: the shape, quality, and cohesiveness of the implant and the lifestyle of the patient.

Since the diagnosis of rupture of gluteal prostheses was made in the intraoperative period in most cases, routine biennial follow-up using nuclear magnetic resonance in the same manner as that for mammary prostheses could more accurately determine the durability of gluteal implants.

CONCLUSIONS

The useful life of gluteal implants is shorter than that of breast implants, despite being manufactured from the same material; this is because gluteal implants are exposed to greater tension and compression, which are associated with the lifestyle and job of the patient.

Figure 2 – Case 1. Appearance of the implants after removal.

Figure 3 – Case 2. Intraoperative appearance during surgery to replace gluteal implants 5 years after the first surgery.

Figure 4 – In A, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging showing a ruptured implant on the right side. In B, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging showing the implant in the superficial plane on the left side.

senior author, who has been using this technique for augmentation gluteoplasty for 27 years. Studies on the durability of mammary silicone implants show that silicone gel implants remain intact for 32 years in vivo; furthermore, mechanical and chemical degradation is not the primary mechanism for the degradation of silicone implants.
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